duo.match

To catch the eye z to hold the attention z to enhance the effect z to tease the curiosity
X Let the graphic speak for itself and convey the message

Image carrier

Boost your sales with the most
durable retractable banner display
A visual impact in just a few steps
Lightweight, compact and effective, duo.match
is your ultimate choice for your visual
communication.
The duo.match unit is a road-warrior selfcontained in a sturdy extruded aluminum case
for transport or storage. The graphic is well
protected, rolled-up inside the casing.

The assembly of the duo.match is reduced to
the minimum. One minute to open the carry
case, put up the pole and set up the graphic.
This is fast - very fast - without tools or parts to
fit together.
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1. The duo.match retractable banner system is designed
in a unique extruded aluminum casing.
The duo.match features 2 twisting stabilizing feet for
perfect stability.
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4. The duo.match provides you with a 79” high
streamlines design.
Pull up the graphic.
5. The head of the pole offers a very easy set-up of the
graphic.
The top aluminum suspending hanger, glued on the
graphic, is bend-resistant and prevents any edge
curling effect.

3. Insert the pole in the specific hole behind the casing.
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2. The road warrior is protected inside the casing in a
bag. All components are transported at once with
optimized compact dimension.
The 3-piece shock-corded pole ensures the holding of
the pole once extended
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The duo.match family gathers several standard sizes available: 33 3/8”, 39 5/16’’ and 47 1/8’’

Make an impact anywhere you need a big graphic in a small space.
Our duo.match is effective and a breeze to set up – simply raise the
spring-loaded graphic panel from its base!
The graphics give you sharp images and brilliant colors which are sure to
bring attention to your marketing message. The graphic is protected
during transportation and storage within the banner stand casing.

It is not a luxury to count on THE ORIGINAL duo.match

Strong feet

Easy set-up

Streamlined design

Bag delivered in
standard

3-piece shock-corded pole
79”
33 3/8”
39 5/16’’
47 1/8’’
lbs. 6.6
lbs. 7.7
lbs.9.3
1 min
10 min
Two stabilizing twisting feet
Aluminum extrusion
Single-sided
Any kind (paper, laminate, vinyl, fabric, canvas) / from 6-13oz
Black padded polyester bag
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duo.match
Pole
Height (live graphic area)
Width
Weight
Set-up time
Change of graphic
Base
Hardware material
Graphic option
Graphic material
Packaging

Retractable graphic

